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H-Functions. Merkle authentication tree

Merkle_Tree

13.4.1 Authentication trees.
Authentication trees provide a method for making public data available with verifiable 
authenticity, by using a tree structure in conjunction with a suitable hash function, and 
authenticating the root value. Applications include:
1. authentication of public keys (as an alternative to public-key certificates). 
An authentication tree created by a trusted third party, containing users’ public keys, allows 
authentication of a large number of such keys.
2. trusted timestamping service. Creation of an authentication tree by a trusted third
party, in a similar way, facilitates a trusted timestamping service (see x13.8.1).
3. authentication of user validation parameters. Creation of a tree by a single user allows
that user to publish, with verifiable authenticity, a large number of its own public
validation parameters, such as required in one-time signature schemes (see x11.6.3).

Binary trees.
A binary tree is a structure consisting of vertices and directed edges. The vertices are divided
into three types:
1. Root vertex. The root has two edges directed towards it, a left and a right edge.
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1. Root vertex. The root has two edges directed towards it, a left and a right edge.
2. Internal vertices. Each internal vertex has three edges incident to it – an upper edge
directed away from it, and left and right edges directed towards it.
3. Leaves. Each leaf vertex has one edge incident to it, and directed away from it.

The vertices incident with the left and right edges of an internal vertex (or the root) are 
called the children of the internal vertex. 
The internal (or root) vertex is called the parent of the associated children. Figure 13.5 
illustrates a binary tree with 7 vertices and 6 edges.

Constructing and using authentication trees.
Consider a binary tree T which has t leaves. Let h be a collision-resistant hash function. 
T can be used to authenticate t public values, Y1, Y2, …, Yt, by constructing an authentication
tree T as follows.
1. Label each of the t leaves by a unique public value Yi.
2. On the edge directed away from the leaf labeled by Yi, put the label h(Yi).
3. If the left and right edge of an internal vertex are labeled h1 and h2, respectively, label
the upper edge of the vertex h(h1||h2).
4. If the edges directed toward the root vertex are labeled u1 and u2, label the root vertex
h(u1||u2).

Once the public values are assigned to leaves of the binary tree, such a labeling is well defined.
Figure 13.6 illustrates an authentication tree with 4 leaves. 
Assuming some means to authenticate the label on the root vertex, an authentication tree 
provides a means to authenticate any of the t public leaf values Yi, as follows. 
For each public value Yi, there is a unique path (the authentication path) from Yi  to the root. 
Each edge on the path is a left or right edge of an internal vertex or the root. 
If e is such an edge directed towards vertex x, record the label on the other edge (not e) 
directed toward x. 
This sequence of labels (the authentication path values) used in the correct order provides the 
authentication of Yi, as illustrated by Example 13.17. 
Note that if a single leaf value (e.g., Y1) is altered, maliciously or otherwise, then authentication 
of that value will fail.
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Elliptic-curve cryptography (ECC)
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Elliptic-curve cryptography (ECC)

y2 = x3 + ax + b

y = 2x

y2=x3+ax+b mod 17
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Bitcoin transactions are permanently recorded in the network through files called blocks. Maximum size 
of the block is currently limited to 1 MB but it may be increased in the future. Each block contains a 
UNIX time timestamp, which is used in block validity checks to make it more difficult for adversary to 
manipulate the block chain. New blocks are added to the end of the record (block chain) by referencing 
the hash of the previous block and once added are never changed. A variable number of transactions is 
included into a block through the merkle tree (fig 3.). Transactions in the Merkle tree are hashed using 
double SHA256 (hash of the hash of the transaction message).

y2=x3+ax+b mod 17
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Transactions are included into the block’s hash indirectly through the merkle root (top hash of a 
merkle tree). This allows removing old transactions (fig. 4) without modifying the hash of the 
block. Once the latest transaction is buried under enough blocks, previous transactions serve only 
as a history of the ownership and can be discarded to save space.
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